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Semester report raises serious questions
Once there was a big University in a

Happy Valley. Students studied and
researchers researched and teachers
taught and administrators adminis-
tered. Everyone was happy.

sessed."
Thereport also ominously warned:
44. . . a great University will be in

conflict for years if action is not taken
now. . .

."

the University an extra semester or
year because of the change.

Thereport, prepared by theFaculty
Committee on Semester Review, was
released today and appears on Page 4
of today's Daily Collegian.

Students who study all the time and
teachers who teach all the time and
administrators who administerall the
time should take the time to plough
through the lengthy, yet clearly writ-
ten, report.

Why?
Because if there are severe prob-

lems with the change (as the report
claims), they should be discussed
now, while there is still a chance for
revision and improvement. This may
be the last chance for those who have
concerns about the change to voice
their opinions.

As the report says, "

. . . there is no
shame in changing a decision once
made. The shame lies in failing to
change a decision when it needs to be
altered."

But then the President said the
University might change to a semes-
ter calendar. And there were forums
and discussions and seminars and
soon the change was adopted. And
everyone was not happy. But still,
students studied and researchers re-
searched and teachers taught and
administrators administered.

The writers of the report questioned
whetherthe President had the author-
ity to make his decision, whether the
change would provide a better aca-
demic environment, whether the
change would cost too much money,
whether it would increase class sizes
and teachers work loads.. .

Until one day when some of the
unhappy teachers got together and
wrote a report and the report was
very serious indeed.

The report calledfor

It was the first serious opposition in
the Valley to the calendar change
since the final decision was made. It
was a serious report with serious
implications for the entire University

especially those students who are
freshmen and sophomores now. Their
classes will be greatly affected (for
the better or worse) by the switch.

For example, students might drop
courses andhave to waita year before
being able to repeat the course. Also,
some students might have to stay at

immediate cessation of work
towards implementation of this deci-
sion and a withdrawal of the decision
until such time as a full review of its
impact,on the primary missions of the
University is completed and the re-
sulting benefit or detriment is as-

reader opinion

An eye for an . eye? Evidence and eyewitnessreports were presented at the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee hearings on Nov. 10, 1981. Thus
for the first time, Soviet evil-doing was brought to the attention
of the public.

I am writing in regard to the editorial in the Feb. 12
Collegian concerning President Reagan's proposal to Con-
gress to lift a 13 year moratorium on the production of lethal
nerve gas weapons. In the editorial, the President's intention
of deterring the Soviet Union from using their chemical
weapons by building the same weapons ourselves is dismissed
as being dangerous. You then use an analogy to describe the
situation by portraying the Unitedstates and the Soviet Union
as rival street gangs, with the Soviets having knives and the
Americans being unarmed. You rationalize that if the United
States was to obtain switchblades (chemical weapons), the
Soviet Union would go out and get revolvers (better and more
exotic chemical weapons), thus leading to an arms race in thearea of chemical weapons.

The chemical and biological samples taken from Southeast
Asia have shown that the chemical being used is called T 2 or
Trichothecene a lethal form of grain mold which causes
violent internal hemorrhaging and death. This same grain
moldkilled scores ofRussians during past epidemics, so they
have had experience with this toxic agent.

Also, first-hand reports were given from interviews with
H'mong tribesmen ffom Laos and freedom fighters from
Afghanistan. They told ofa yellow mist which descended after
Soviet-made aircraft pased over the targeted village. The
survivors told of horrible scenes of villagers dying of terrible
symptoms. These symptoms included violent convulsions,
vomiting of blood, bleeding from the nose and ears and
agonizing death within minutes.In ridiculing the President, you are taking the typical left-

Wing stance of believing that if we just cease producing arms,
the peace-loving and benign Soviets will follow our lead and
also disarm, leading to a, nice utopian world where everyone
Would live happilyever after.But this "bleedingheart liberal"
scenario is extremely dangerous to the security ofour country
and should be rejected.

If the Soviets and their allies show such a blatant disregard
for international agreements covering chemical warfare such
as the 1925Geneva Protocols and the 1972Biological Weapons
Convention by gassingtheir enemies, doyou seriously think it
won't gas an unprepared United States in an all-out war?

Your analogy is a good one to answer that question, as any
street gang with the advantage of having knives against an
unarmed enemy is goingto use that advantageto cut the other
gang to pieces.Your editorial obviously underestimates the treachery ofthe

Soviet Unionwhen you state that the President's policy will not
deter the SoViets and their allies from "initiating" chemical
;warfare. Maybeyou should get your head out of the sand and
:face some facts. The fact is that the Soviets, through their
puppet allies, have already used these "horrifying" weapons
as you call them. You talk of the Soviets possibly initiating
chemical warfare, when the fact is that they have been using
them since as far back as 1963against our allies and otheranti-
communist peoples.

If you think it is more prudent to stand by and do nothing in
the face of a Soviet advantage in chemical weapons because it
might lead to an increased arms race, then you deserve to be
on the battlefield with dying American soldiers wallowing in
their bloody vomit.

James Donaghy, sth-business administration
Feb. 15

Pam Willis, Bth-pre-medicine
March 9

Dorm linesBut we are adults!The grisly history ofSoviet-backed chemical warfare has its
beginning in 1963 when Egypt, then a Soviet ally, used
chemical and biological weapons to gas the Yemeni villageof
el Kawma. The deadly weapons were again used on the mid
1970 s against the pro-United States H'mong tribesmen ofLaos.
And today these deadly gases are still being used against
'fiercely anti-communist forces Kampuchea (Cambodia) and
against the brave freedom fightersin Afghanistan.

I am writing in response to Harvey Abrams whose letter,
"Cheers and jeers" appeared in the Feb. 17 Collegian. A few
things bothered me about Mr. Abrams' editorial reply.
. Mr. Abrams was writing inreply to Joe Berkowitz who wrote
"All a plot," (Feb. 16). Abrams said Berkowitz' gave no motive
for the physical education department's intentional mislead-
ing of students into believing swimming is required to grad-
uate. Well, Mr. Berkowitz did give a motive. He said, "This
seems to have been a plot for THEIR OWN GOOD." He is
saying that the physical education departmentwas lying to the

Until recently, these atrocities were ignored because they
were too horrible to believe. But the weight of evidence is
beginningto turn the tide and make this an international issue.
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students because they thought it was best for all students to
take swimming. That, sir, was the MOTIVE.

The second thing that botheredme about Mr. Abrams' letter
was that he used no facts in his argument. He implied that the
physical education department didn't deliberately lie to the
students, yet he didn't explain why the Winter Term Orienta-
tion Tabloid read: "Those students who do not pass the swim
test are required to enroll in beginning swimming" when we
now know that the class isn't and NEVER WAS REQUIRED.

Another thing that bothered me is when Mr. Abrams
mentioned that many of his self-defense students told him they
thought self-defense should be required instead of swimming.
At that time, why didn't Mr. Abrams tell these students that
swimming was not required, or didn't he know? If he didn't,
then why didn't he? Maybe someone didn't want him to.
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acceptance. Penn State could even go one step further by
stationing campus police by the ten line areas to prevent any
premature formation of contract hungry students.

Since these measures will probably never be enacted, the
University should at least correct the following inadequacies
to make next year's dorm contract lines less of a hassle for
everyone involved.

1) Better coordination between dorm areas. If the lines are
to be released, there is no reason why one area should have to
wait longer than any other area. This past weekend some lines
were let go more than a half hour before some others.

2) Interest House students should be required to stand in
line. Why should Penn State create an elite class of dorm
students who share in all of the benefits of dormitory living,
but don't share in its biggest hassle? This is clearly discrimi-
natory.

3) Sororities should be allowed to move off-campus. If the
chauvinistic policy forcing sororities to reside on-campus was
abolished, one or two of them would surely leave the dorms
within the next few years. This would open up more rooms for
the beleaguered independent dorm student:

Mr. Abrams said this about Mr. Berkowitz: "He has demon-
strated an immaturementality while claiming to be an adult."
Well, Mr. Abrams, I have news for you. We, the students at
Penn State University are ADULTS. We also expect to be
treated as adults, just like you. I believe this may well have
been the attitude of the physical education department when
they decided not to tell us the truth "in order to do what was
best for our own good." It took a USG Senator (Darryl Daisey)
to uncover this "plot."

Yes, Professor Jim Thompson did correct the situation
promptly, but I think the fact thatDarryl Daisey was threaten-
ing a law suit may have helped speed it up a little.

Now to all who think swimming should be mandatory
(including the Collegian's Board of Opinion) take swimming
and the leave the rest of us (which is a large number) alone.
Just as you can make arational decision to take swimming, we
can make a rational decision not to take swimming.

Chuck Zar
March 14

As each year passes, the situation concerning dormitory
contract lines worsens. The major culprit however is not the
students, but rather it is the University.

The disturbingtrend of students lining up increasingly early
has been instigated and inflamed by University policy. Stu-
'dents know they can risk lining up early because Penn State
will almost assuredly let them go if it gets too cold, too warm,
toowet or even dark.

Semester switch
Semesters are coming . . . but is Penn State prepared

for them? Recent criticism of the change to the new
calendar has been manifested in a lengthy report by
several University faculty members (re-printed in to-
day's Collegian).

Is there still deep-seated resistance to the semester
calender? Do unanswered questions remain about class
size, laboratory space, teaching load and availability of
course offerings? Or will these thorny problems be ironed
out in time?

Once a student lines up, he should know that he is there for
the duration no ifs, ands orbuts. Furthermore, the Universi-
ty should disclaim any responsibility for the health and safety
of the students in these lines until 9 a.m. of the day of contract

Will the calendar adversely affect students and the
University for years to come? Or is it, as its supporters
claim, a step in the right direction?

On Wednesday, March 24, The Daily Collegian will
devote its Op-ed page to the .semester calendar. If you
have input about this topic, please bring a forum (two to
three pages, double-spaced) or a letter (one page, double-
spaced) to the Collegian office, 126 Carnegie by March 21
at 5 p.m.
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reader opinion

By DAN REYES
sth-architecture

Searching for a meaning in life? So many people have
not found it; so many people want to tell us where to look.
We have religions, cults, all sorts of faiths and missiona-
ries to spread them. We have more people asking us to
believe in more things than we could ever imagine or want
to imagine on our own. Still, with so much effort, with so
many energies being applied, we still cannot find it.

forum
It disturbs me to see so many lost sheepwanderingwhile

the apprenticeshepherds cannotcontain them. It is alarm-
ing having millions ofpeople with either no or low spiritual
direction. A terrible potential exists for all of these
directionless souls to bring problems upon us all to bring
fostered conflicts, crusades and even wars. Clearly, these
waste energies have to be harnessed into some useful
form, or at least into some harmless variety.

To direct this damned potential, a faith with clear guide-
lines and understandable beliefs is needed. The curiosity
which supplies the energy for everyone's searching must
somehow be structured before any sort of spiritual har-
mony can be achieved before anyone can find his sense
of worth.

I propose that we use the resources we already have. I
propose that the Campus Crusaders, missionaries and
others eager to serve a religion, conglomerate and spread
the faith of the Church of Jesus Christ the Kidnapped a
new Christian faith which has the potential to unite a
people such as ours.

The Church of Jesus Christ the Kidnapped isa faith born
of simplicity (and the creative genius ofKurt Vonnegut).
Basically, the believers hold the premise that God's Son is
among us again, but He has been kidnapped by the forces

Student concert? appeared in the February •$ issue of The Daily
Collegian, gives the impression that he feels the
churches should be giventhe job of the education
and welfare of the people because they could do a
better job of it than the government is doing.

I was one of those many students (50 or so)
IIpetitioning outside of the HUB ballroom for a $1

price to see the Sharks' concert on Feb. 17.
First, it seems that the price of $2.75 was not

clearly defined by the HUB , WQWK radio, the
Modern Rock Appreciation Society or The Daily
Collegian.

Second, it wasn't the price that bothered us as
*much as the principle involved why weren't

we informed of the price prior to the time of the
concert? The crowd obviously wanted to see the
Sharks' concert but many students couldn't see
paying the $2.75 cover chargeto see a presumab-
ly low-priced "student concert." Yes, a "student
concert" one that should be aimed at the
wallet as well as the taste of the students.

The society could have made enough money to
pay for the expenses but the students had to
stand up for what they believed in. Maybe the
next time the price for a "student concert" will
be taken into consideration and a more sucessful
turnout will result.

He says that it is traditionally "their duty" and
also says that Mayor Ed Koch of NewYork City
and President Reagan have both said basically
the same things. The biggest problem he sees in
the idea is the fact that the government collects
the taxes that are supposed to go to the poor and
spreads them around to bureaucrats; none of it
goes to the churches,that wantto take care of the
poor. He feels that the churches should get some
of the money, to help them "do their duty."

As it is now, some churches try to do what they
can. Many of them do help the poor, and many
have schools that could be attended if so wished.
Because they are usually private schools, their
funding is from student tuitions and they are a
good bit more particular about their teaching
methods because they want their students to
come back again the next year. This helps to
explain why the church-affiliated schools consis-
tently outperform public schools. He parallels
this with the idea of what the churches could d ,
in the welfare and medical care sectors, si
they are doing so well in education.

''y 'Joseph R. Boyle, Bth-forest science
Feb. 19

Fix the system
Sean de Hora, in his article "Giving the

Cf; rches the Money do Their Duty" ,that
Mr. de Hora claims that the money tha

are paying in taxes now is goingto "bur

Lost sheep need new religion
of evil. The followers of the faith insist that we drop all we
are doing and spend every waking hour trying to locate
and rescue Jesus. Also, an incentive has been added which
is perfectly appropriate. If Jesus Christ is not rescued
soon, God will destroy mankind.

The conversion should not be a problem with the number
of missionaries available even on campus. I suspect most
missionaries and preachers would be delighted about the
increased credibility brought on by a following, and what a
following we would have with a town of college students,
many of whom are for the first time in their lives trying to
figure out what life is all about.

Sure, it would take a while getting used to the members
of the faith constantly firing ardent glances in every which
way (trying to find the kidnapped Christ). It might take a
while to grow accustomed to folks not being interested in
anything outside the realm of their search, but it will be
better than leaving restless sheep to stir-up otherwise
peaceful wolves. It would keep everyone busy and it would
give them a harmless direction which, after all, is what
any good religion should do.

So, I propose that our modern day missionaries get
working on this worthy project soon it might even give
them a sense of purpose. I believe this religion can be the
biggest movement in the history of civilized man, and I
will utterly enjoy watching it and our society grow in a new
variation of their normally malignant ways. I will be
watching even though I cannot participate because of one
of the few biases I possess. I believe it is terrible when
someone is abducted from the normal haphazardcourse of
his life like Christ has been. I do think the Church of Jesus
Christ the Kidnapped has a noble goal in trying to help
someone so afflicted, but paradoxically I freeze up when I
am in a situation that concerns freedoms lost, and because
of my disturbing emotional response to slavery, I cannot
practice this faith. Still, even though I will not be in the
inner circles of this church, I am sure it can do quitewell.
There are so many people here looking for crosses.

it . 40. ....._-* •
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consultants and eggheads who administer the
poverty programs." He offered no proof for this
and he then contradicted himself by saying that
the New York City school system is spending $3,-
000 per year per student for inner city students
who for the most part are from disadvantaged
backgrounds.

This is an awful lot of money spent on the
"functional illiterate" he says the public schools
produce, but he says they do spend it.

Then he comes up with his solution to his
problem to give the churches half of the tax
revenue collected by' the government. This al-
most makes sense, but not quite, because if all
the responsibilities are turned over to the
churches, should not all the revenues also be
turned over? His suggestion is for half of the
taxes people pay be donated to the church of
their choice. He mentions the problem that
would result bogus churches wuld spring up to
get in on the money.

this problemby suggesting that each
an official or some official reli-

, mention the fact that some
line Murray O'Haresof this

did when they
•

'• •ved from the
rightly so)
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The churches would probably welcome the
opportunity to take over the responsibilities of
the education and welfare of the people, but if
they were provided with the funding and the
chance, who is to say they would not "squander"
the money (although they probaby would not).
They offer, on a much smaller basis, what Mr. de
Hora suggests they take over completely. They,
though, also have to take care of the spiritual
needs of the people, which is a big job and one
that the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare does not have to worry about.

Giving the churches the entire burden of
caring for the people's physical, mental and
Spiritual needs would cause many more unfore-
seen problems than there are now. One of the
problems would be the large expenditure of time,
effort and money on both the giving and receiv-
ing ends. Then there are all the problems that
would arise from the people who do not want
their children to go to religiously-owned and -

operated schoolg.

If the present system of taking care of the poor
is not working, it's not time to shift the burden to
someone else. It's time to fix the present sy.
to make itworkable.

BUDGET ROUNDUP AT THE 'DOUBLE-R
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system would probably cause less problems and
less expenditure of time, energy and money than
giving the problem to someone else, and would
most likely come up with the same results.

Stephen W. Buchanan, 2nd-architecture
Feb. 9

Candidates
Incumbent Republican Rep. Gregg Cunning-

ham has stated during his travels around the
state in suppport of the Abortion ControlAct that
his ultimate goal is to outlaw abortion in the state
of Pennsylvania. At a meeting in Murrysville,
Pa. last fall, Mr. Cunningham described the
Abortion Control Act (vetoed by Gov. Dick
Thornburgh) as an interim measure and noted to
his audience that he would persevere in his
efforts to abolish safe and legal abortion on thig
state. -

I wonder if this extreme position is shared by
his constituents. His opponent in the primary
race, Don Heggenstaller, believes that the deci-
sion to terminate a pregnancy is a private one
between a woman and her physician. He is a pro.

ice candidate. If you are concerned about
• •.hts and reproductive freedoms, give

student leaping into college life expecting the
same successes in college. And he then finds
college a lot more difficult than high school and

The alternative is dangerous, destructive and a
delusion.

eat--A-L___ An egotist is a person who thinks he is more
important than you. A college campus tends to
attract this type. Of course, this label may be
bad: We all have an egotist lurking within us.

But should we be cocky about some talent we
have? Or of intelligence? Or of good looks?

sees himself as a failure. In another way, howev-
er, that person is lucky; he's been given an
excellent chance to put things into perspective.
The cocky person who gets all A's, all trophies
and all dates, on the other hand, probably consid-
ers himself happy and can see no reason to
change his attitude.

Now, if the purpose of competition is to see who
is better, why do we care who is better? Because
it is ego food. Now for the real question: What
should be the purpose of competition?

The answer is what junior high school coaches
and parents often say, but take to heart a lot less
often:• to have fun, to strive to be our best, to build
pride not cockiness. That's healthy competi-
tion, competitionput into its proper perspective.

Granted, it's nearly impossible not to be disap-
pointed over failing a final examyou studied hard
for. But trying tokeep things in perspective helps.

There's no reason to be. It's kind of like the
Christian belief that God, not men, is responsible
for earthly successes. In other words, don't be
overly-proud of natural talent, intelligence, good
looks or anything; those are all natural abili-
ties.

I started wondering about competition, pride
and its excesses back in those faraway high
school days when being the quarterback, valedic-
torian or prom queen was all that mattered. I
remember a sign on the track coach's office door:
"NO PAIN, NO GAIN." Quite inspiring. The
American work ethic of athletics. Be proud of
something worked for, something gained.

Not many. people were attracted to the hard
work, but they were attracted to its rewards
attention and high school glory.

But there was always the cocky natural athlete
who consistently missed team practices, but won
shelves of trophies. That's the kind of guy whoIt's just not truthful to say one person is better makes a coach uncomfortable. Sure, a coachthan another because he's had success. But it's wants top performers, but he also wants everyone

pretty hard to persuade an egotist of that. to work hard, or team spirit could beUndermined.

Here's how my track coach put things in per-
spective: "Boys, when each ofyou came down the
chute, the goodLord gaveyou a certain amount of
speed. All I can do is help you.take longer steps
and help you build your stamina. All you can do is
to do what I say."

In other words, whether or not you believe in a
supreme being, you play no part in the inheri-
tance of natural abilities. The only part you play
is the developmentof those abilities.

A person who may work very little and, due to
natural ability, still be successful, has nothing to
be cocky about. Pride over something worked for
is justifiable and a lot healthier. But it still must
be remembered that we have been given a poten-
tial by.God or whatever.

Anyone cocky of their success is simply turning
on the radio and then taking credit for the music.

John Schlander is a 6th-term journalism major
and a member of The Daily Collegian's Board of
Opinion.

Penn State is is more than beer kegs and
'football games, more than happy-go-lucky party-
ing in the Neighborhood of Make-Believe. Be-
neath all the frivolities and fun there lurks intense
competition.

Yes, egos are big and competition keen on
college campuses, and Penn State is no different.
On the field and in the classroom, ego and
competition are inseparably linked: Many com-
petitors feed their egos with heavy helpings of
winning. And a person who loses may think of
himself as, well, a loser. But is he?

There are a lot of people, especially in a
competitive setting like Penn State, with tremen-
dous egos fueled by beating others. Competition
used in this manner is deludingand destructive. If
we are to determine right and wrong and see life
truthfully, competition must be put into its proper
light.

Anything involving a judgment of superiority is
competition, whether it be against others or
within oneself. Competition doesn'thave to be bad
—Sit can serve a useful, necessary purpose.

What is that purpose? If it involves a judgment,
the reason must be to see who is better. Someone
wins and someone loses.

That's where a problem starts. Winning and
losing may be interpreted to mean more than
they actually are. They are often taken as a
judgmentof personal worth. With this attitude, a
person who loses thinks his personal worth has
lessened, which is destructive.

A prime example is a top-notch high school
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